
 
 

 
 
 

 

MARTÍ FRANQUÈS COFUND PROGRAMME (MFP-COFUND) 

2021 Call for candidates for doctoral fellowships 

 

Winner & reserves list 

2021MFP-COFUND-18 

 

 

Dear candidates, 

Below you can find the list of all the interviewed candidates, ranked in the order of the total score from the interview and the evaluation stages. The interview took into 

account the following criteria: 

1. Academic profile, Weight: 30% 

2. Professional profile, Weight: 30 % 

3. Personal profile, Weight: 30% 

4. Knowledge about the institution environment and the research project, Weight: 10 % 

The list represents the individual criteria scores and total score, all weighted, 

Please note that the minimum interview score to be eligible to be considered for a reserve spot is 3 (60%) and the minimum total score, if you pass the interview, 

to be eligible to be considered for a reserve spot is 6 (60%), Below this, you are automatically excluded from the MFP-COFUND 2021 call, 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 

Name 

Academic 

profile 

(max 1,5) 

Professional 

profile 

(max 1,5) 

Personal 

profile 

(max 1,5) 

Institution 

and project 

(max 0,5) 

Total interview 

score 

(max 5) 

External 

evaluation 

score 

(max 5) 

Total 

score 

(max 10) 

Candidate status 

KAUR, SHARANPREET 1,35 1,35 1,35 0,3 4,35 4,30 8,65 Winner * 

VALERA-DÍAZ, Chanel 1,11 1,11 1,35 0,3 3,87 4,14 8,01 Reserve * 

GALÁN VERA , Ingrid 1,11 0,9 0,9 0,3 3,21 4,72 7,93 Reserve * 

Ndoja, Suela Ndoja - - - - - 3,67  - Declined 
interview 

Kunzong, Gaius Rexford - - - - - 3,25  - Reserve ** 

 

*the winner is pending admission in the PhD programme, If the candidate cannot be admitted, the first reserve will be offered the position, also pending admission on the 

PhD programme,  

**if none of the winner/reserve* candidates can be admitted in a PhD programme at URV, we will organize interviews with the candidates that were not invited for interviews 

in December 2021-January 2022. 

 

NOTE: Candidates that do not appear in this list have been excluded in a previous stage of the competition, 


